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is key
to decoration

Idea

Whether it is 3D projects, lights, greenery, fabric 
decoration, imitation of the environment or surfaces 
- we will always create the world you want.

Our possibilities start where your imagination ends.



ow
it works?

First we identify your needs and goals. We 
will prepare designs and proposals which will  
accompany our collective work.

The next step includes project documentation  
providing materials for production and  
assembly. Then we are going to hand over 
the finished project to you. We will be looking 
forward to further cooperation.



From design to realization 

Surface treatment of  
polystyrene Paint surface Final product

2D/3D visualisation Division of work  
to different departments

CNC cutting of objects

PROJECT
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DESIGN AND GRAPHIC
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Design studio 
design, 3D modeling of decorations for 

CNC, printing data for production

Hand drawing
creativity, personal approach

Virtual sculpting
3D modeling

Development Studio 
movement and sound programming

3D scanner
Scanning via mobile scanner

3D print
printing according to a 3D model



HANDCRAFT
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Sculpture studio
creation of sculptures from polystyrene 

& clay,models for forming at serial  
production

Smithery 
welding of steel & aluminum, production 

of 2D & 3D motifs and constructions

Painting atelier
painting & making patina of sculpture
surfaces & 3D models from 3D printers

Carpentry workshop 
production of wooden constructions, 

furniture& decoration of solid &  
agglomerated material

Surface treatment workshop 
production of forms & laminate,

polyurethane products

Tailoring 
sewing costumes, decorative curtains,

upholstery of statues & furniturec



TECHNOLOGIES
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Polyurethane elastic 
applying elastic pur to 3D models

 Paintshop 
surface treatment of decorations using 
synthetic, polyurethane or water-based 

paints

Automatic machining 
CNC milling machine with 7 axis machining 

of polystyrene, plastic, wood and  
polyurethane

Manual machining
polystyrene sculpting, preparation  

for final patina

Mechanical machining 
use of lathe for processing

polystyrene and wood

Lighting 
various decorative lighting for indoor and 

outdoor areas
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Kat Von D lipstick Sephora, Prague

The dream of many ladies. Endless lipstick. The oversized model 
would last for 14 years with moderate usage.
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Alzak Alza, Prague

This nice guy from Alza was in our production just for a little while. 
The production lasted 5 days. The statue is made of styrofoam with 
polyurethane coating. Everything was handmade.
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Pilsner Uruquell Prague 12



Traveller Czech Republic

Planning holiday - only with Čedok. Čedok would 
probably not want this traveller we made for 
their marketing campaign. He had 450 cm and 
weighed over 860 kg.
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Caparol Prague

Embossed objects are the simplest for CNC milling. We 
can mill an elephant in 7 hours. The materials used are 
polystyrene and PUR.
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Jumper Harfa, Prague

We didn‘t have any 3D model while creating this eye-catcher. 
That‘s why our designers spent a lot of time watching athletic 
indoor championships. As a result, statue was created in 3D 
data and our CNC milling machine was responsible for its 
production. The statue is larger than a real person.
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Footwear ad Reebok

We produce shoe models for many world brands. It is always an oversized  
eye-catchers for stores where they serve as photopoints.

The delivered original is scanned and consequently the CNC milling machine 
cuts the model according to the obtained data.
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Ice skates Avion, Bratislava

We made the skate by hand according to the original. 
Production lasted 21 days. The material is polystyrene, 
polyurethane and foil.
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Hokey jerseys Avion, Bratislava

The Ice Hockey World Championship is a national holiday. We 
were very pleased that we could be part of these celebra-
tions. The largest skate in Europe was installed in Bratislava 
and had over 500 cm.
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Ball Nike, Prague 19



Oversized puck Mannheim, SAP arena

Following the example of Gufex, which supplies the whole 
world with pucks, we also put a hand to the work. Unlike the 
competitor’s 200 gram puck, ours weighed 3 tons.
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3D wine bottle Equicom, France 21



Coffee maker Prague

You could only get the right Grande Capuccino in Prague, where the biggest 
coffee machine in the world was presented. There are 3 coffee makers inside to 
prepare your favorite drink.
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Frosts group garden Anglie

Our 3D decorations light up the gardening marketplace in the misty England. 
Oversized cans and tools will attract anyone who visits this place. 

Artistic tubes filled with flowers will make every place much more cozy. These 
are the reasons why you will be happy to return to such market in addition to 
nontraditional and original family photo.
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The Film Festival in Prague, Letňany mall, was decorated by our movie carousel 
with the protagonists and main themes of individual movies. Diameter is 800 cm. 
Installation needed to be done very quickly, construction took only 5 hours.

Carousel Letňany, Prague 24



Čtyřlístek Prague

The characters of Myšpulín, Fifinka, Bobík and Pindi are the main heroes of 
one of the longest-running Czech comics Čtyřlístek. This most famous group of 
friends has accompanied our childhood for 50 years. 

We have made several series of these iconic characters that have been part 
of themed events, children’s parties, exhibitions, or the premiere of Čtyřlístek 
Adventure movie.
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The Minions Bratislava

The Minions visit to Bratislava was not without our 
participation. Part of the decorations were made by 
using virtual sculpture and CNC.
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My little pony Turkey

Little ponies, who could speak and move their head and 
tongues, headed to Turkey. Sculptures hide mechanisms for 
head and tongue movement as well as loudspeakers.
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Smurfs exhibition Signy center 28

The Smurfs traveling exhibition has visited several shopping 
centers in France and Switzerland. The scenes were animated. 
It was first decoration, where we used 3D printing.
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Vans shops, Europe 30



Escada Prague, Czech Republic 31



Nike Chelsea, Megastore 32



decoration
in scenography



Butterfly house Prague, Czech Republic 34



The Tree - Tim Burton exhibition Prague, Czech Republic 35



Grevin museum Prague, Czech Republic 36



3D head České Budějovice

We produced a six-meter polystyrene  face for the Vltava Live festival. 
Larger parts were made by a robotic machine while facial details were 
made by hand.
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Exteriér

Děkujeme 
za pozornost
Firemní

REFERENCEand helping you overcome all challenges
We‘re looking forward  to your projects,
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